TO our email list.

The Reader's Handbook: Yellowstone Is a Place Tangled with Violence toward Indigenous Peoples. Unfortunately, it seems at some level of media cycles, a narrative can emerge that violence toward Indigenous peoples is inevitable, at least in terms of how the world views them. This can result in a self-fulfilling prophecy that reduces the importance of preventing violence and ensuring safety for Indigenous communities.

To the Editor:

Revising the Wilderness Tale

By W. Joseph Campbell

American University's John H. Clark School of Public Communications

While the American Indian Cultural Institute's work remains essential, the idea of an American Indian Cultural Institute needs revising. Our common understanding of the United States is often mistaken, and it is critical to reflect upon the accuracy of this understanding. The national image of the United States is marred by the mistreatment of Indigenous peoples and the global issues that are expensive to cover. (See NPR story: Ukraine, uprisings in Iran and China, and numerous other hot-button national and international issues).

The Modern West

By T. H. Fredrickson

American University's John H. Clark School of Public Communications

The Modern West is a podcast that explores the intersection of the past and the present. This 15th-century bookends featuring in Wyoming, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nebraska, Utah, and Washington are essential to understanding the modern West. The podcast covers topics such as water, energy, and public lands, including the impacts of climate change.
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